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QUESTION 1

A solution developer is building an application that will receive an XML message on a WebSphere MQ queue. The
application must validate the XML message and thentransform it into a fixed format message. 

What must the developer create to support the application, using the IBM preferred way to model messages in IBM
Integration Bus V9.0? 

A. An XML Schema built from an example XML document and a DFDL schema that defines the fixed format file. 

B. An XML stylesheet (xsl) built from an example XML document and a DFDL schema that that defines the fixed format
file. 

C. A MRM message definition file with an XML physical formatlayer and a Custom Wire Format (CWF) physical format
layer. 

D. A MRM message definition file with an XML physical format layer and aTagged/Delimited String (TDS) physical
format layer. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

In which situation can the IBM Integration Bus function as a component in a WebSphere MQ based publish subscribe
solution? 

When it is necessary to: 

A. deliver a publication to all subscribing applications. 

B. create topics based on the content of the body of the message. 

C. filter messages based on the content of the body of the message. 

D. create subscriptions based on the content of the body of the message. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A solution developer wants to use constant variables in the message flows. The solution developer decides to use a
user-defined property in the ESQL code because the values can change at deployment time. 

Which ESQL statement should the developer use to access a user-defined property in the ESQL? 

A. DECLARE variable CHARACTER \\' ?nitialValueExpression-\\' 

B. DECLARE variable SHARED CHARACTER \\' ?nitialValueExpression-\\' 

C. DECLARE variable EXTERNAL CHARACTER \\' ?nitialValueExpression-\\' 
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D. DECLARE variable CONSTANT CHARACTER \\' ?nitialValueExpression-\\' 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

A solution developer needs to configure the HTTP listener of an Integration Server on a Linux Server. 

Which operating system privilege(s) does the developer need to modify Integration node properties and properties of
integration node resources? 

A. mqm 

B. mqm and mqbrks 

C. mqbrks 

D. root user 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

A solution developer is analyzing the of a message flow. There are a number of references defined in the 

ESQL code of the Compute node. 

Why should the developer use dynamic references in the ESQL code of the message flow? 

A. It is a technique to reduce tree copying in a message flow. 

B. It is a technique to reduce tree navigation when accessing repeating elements in a message tree. 

C. References allow the usage of optimized code from dynamically loaded external libraries. 

D. By creating a reference, intermediary results can be cached and so memory usage is reduced. 

Correct Answer: B 
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